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ABSTRACT
The need for a device capable of measuring bearing rate is shown.
Some specifications for such a device are set forth. Several possible
means of obtaining bearing rate from continuous passive sonar bearings
are then considered. The feasibility of one of these means is then studied
in detail through the development of an "initial" and then a "final" pro-
totype. A conclusion is reached that the "final" device as constructed
performs adequately. Several recommendations for improvement of this
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1 . 1 Purpose
There exist several possible means by which accurate bearing rate may
be obtained from continuous passive sonar bearings. Bearing rate is the
first time derivative of bearing that is:
t,=£r{^)
It is the objective of this report to consider several methods by which
bearing rate might be obtained from continuous passive sonar bearings; to
determine which possible method offers promise of success coupled with re-
liability, ruggedness, and reasonable cost; and finally to actually develop
and test a prototype of such a device.
1.2 Organization
This report will be organized into six major parts. The first of these
is the background or justification for the requirement for a device which can
give bearing rate and selection of basic requirements for the device. The
second major part is a brief investigation into several of the methods by
which bearing rate might be obtained from continuous passive sonar bearings
and the choosing of the method to be utilized for the prototype device. The
next two sections give the development and testing of an initial prototype
and then final prototype bearing rate device. The final two sections relate
to the performance of the type device tested and recommendations regarding





2.1 Necessity for Accurate Bearing Rates
It is well known that submarines are among the major weapons delivery
devices of the United States Navy. Accurate and rapid solution of the tor-
pedo fire control problem for the friendly submarine vs. an enemy surface
ship or submarine by information obtained from passive sonar bearings has
long been an area which left room for improvement. A major part of the solu-
tion of this fire control problem involves determination of the course,
speed, and range of the target vessel. Present methods of solution of the
problem often accept target speed as an assumed factor from information re-
garding turns per knot intelligence and target identification by experi-
enced sonar operators. Given target speed and the bearing rates at several
bearings target range and course can be determined. Methods also exist where-
by the target may be accurately determined from bearing rate vs. bearing in-
formation. Accuracy of the torpedo fire control problem solution using
only passive sonar information is directly dependent upon the accuracy of
bearing rate determination.
Present methods for the obtaining of bearing rate involve manual plot-
ting, "fairing" the bearings in order to obtain an approximation of a least
squares fit, and manipulation of a device so that bearing rate may be visual-
ly determined. "Fairing" is nothing but visual smoothing of bearings plotted
at discrete time intervals. Practice and teamwork of two or more invividuals
is required in order to accomplish this with even a fair amount of accuracy.
The necessity for "faired bearings" often results in an unacceptable time
delay in bearing rate determination of as much as three or four minutes. In

Addition to this very high bearing rates are difficult to determine due to
inability to maintain the plots required.
Present torpedo firing doctrine frequently calls for the launching of
a "spread" of more than one sophisticated and very expensive homing torpedoes
at an enemy. There exists a pronounced possibility that with better bearing
rate information a more accurate up to date torpedo fire control solution
can be regularly obtained. This offers the promise of a potential change
in torpedo firing doctrine whereby there will be used "one torpedo for one
target." Aside from the pecuniary advantages obtained by more economic
torpedo utilization, a pronounced advantage is obtained in wartime because
a submarine has the ability to engage more targets before expending all
weapons. The potential advantages which are offered by up to date accurate
bearing rates more than justify the time, effort, and funds used in this in-
vestigation.
2.2 Device Requirements
Based on the operational experience of this writer and that of several
other naval officers who are also designated as "qualified in submarines,"
there are several desirable features that should be incorporated into the
device to be tested. Not restricted to but included in the device are:
a) Operation should be simple
b) The device should be inexpensive
c) The device should be compatable with existing passive sonars
and bearing transmission systems
d) Accuracy of the bearing rate should be + .05 degrees per
minute or + 1%, whichever is larger
e) Bearing rates between and 100 degrees per minute right or
left should be able to be measured
3

f) The unit should have a small size, certainly no more than
1.5 cubic feet
g) The device should be capable of being installed by ships
personnel, thereby avoiding the necessity of having to go to
a navy yard for installation
h) Like all equipment aboard warships, the device should be rugged
and capable of resisting physical shock

SECTION 3
3. Possible Methods of Obtaining Bearing Rate from Continuous Passive
Sonar Bearings
There exist several possible methods which can conceivably be used to
obtain bearing rates from passive sonar synchro bearings. Without resort-
ing to expensive and very complex systems, these methods include:
3.1 Electrical Differentiation, Type 1
Electrical differentiation of a rectified sonar synchro bearing voltage
signal is one possible means of obtaining bearing rate. The synchro voltage
can be thought of as an amplitude modulated wave such as is shown in figure
3-1.
Time
Figure 3-1 Synchro Voltage vs. Time
Because the voltage out of any phase can be expressed as a sine function
of the bearing, bearing rate voltage will likewise be a sine function of the

bearing of the target.
Electrical differentiation of rectified sonar synchro bearing voltage
is precluded as a feasible method of obtaning bearing rate because of the
voltage ripple and the fact that bearing rate voltage is a function of both
the bearing and the actual bearing rate. Differentiation always emphasizes
noise.
Target bearing is proportional to the maximum (or RMS) amplitude of the
carrier signal. If this synchro signal were to be applied at terminals "A"
of a half-wave rectifier and holding circuit such as shown in Figure 3-2,





Figure 3-2 Half-wave Rectifier and Holding Circuit
Time
Figure 3-3 Output of Half-wave Rectifier and Holding Circuit vs. Time
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This wave would then be sent through another stage of amplification in
order to isolate the differentiat on circuit.
In Figure 3-3 the ripple has been emphasized. Ripple factor (r) can be
expressed as:
r rms value of a-c components of wave
average or d-c value of wave
If rectification were achieved such that the ripple factor were only 1%
for a target with a constant bearing then there would be 400 very appreciable
positive and 400 negative voltage outputs from the differentiator each second
for a 400 cycle carrier. Possibly these oscillations might be averaged out
by the meter used to display the bearing rate.
Amplitude of typical voltage outputs from the three phases of a synchro




Figure 3-4 Synchro Voltages vs. Bearing
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3.2 Position Servo Loop Operation
The next three devices which can possibly be used, utilize a position
following servo loop. Operation of this loop is explained below.
Target bearing as transmitted by the sonar set is received by the synchro
receiver. This receiver converts the electrical bearing to a mechanical
rotat onal one; that is, output shaft rotation. Directly coupled to this
shaft is a synchro transmitter which re-converts the shaft rotation into a
three phase electrical signal which passes through a three pole relay prior to
entering the the synchro control transformer. The reason for use of the
synchro receiver and then the synchro transmitter is to insure that the bear-
ing rate device is completely electrically isolated from the bearing trans-
mission system on board the submarine. The relay is located between the
synchro transmitter and control transformer in order that the device will
not be "driven" while the sonar operator is searching for a target, shift-
ing targets, or rapidly slewing for any reason. This relay closes the
circuit to the control transformer upon energizing the 115 V 60 cycle light
which is used to indicate that a target is being continuously and automatical-
ly tracked. The control transformer provides an error voltage (E) which is
proport onal to the difference between the electrical signal representing
target bearing and the control transformer shaft position. This may be
mathematically expressed as:
e= [Ai(e*-©fc)]fl
This error voltage is used, after amplification, to drive a two phase
servo motor. The mathematical expression for the torque produced by an
kdeal two phase induction motor is:

Both -r ' and —SI—
-p are virtually constants for most servo
motors.
The torque produced by the motor is used to accelerate and drive the
gear train which produces the follow-up rotation of the control transformer
shaft and also turns the tachometer. An expression for this is:
and
The invididual moments of inertia of each component such as shafts,
gears, and rotors can be calculated mathematically to a very close degree
and then be referred back to the motor. The ratio of friction to inertia
can be rapidly determined by experiment.
3.3 Electronic Counter Device
Attached to the other shaft of the motor driven gearbox is a thin disc
with perforations around its periffery. This is shown in Figure 3-6. Mea-
surement of bearing rate is accomplished by using an electronic counter to
measure the number of light pulses generated per unit time by the perforated
wheel turning and interrupting a light which shines on a photo cell. Because
the servo loop follows the target position, the wheel velocity will be pro-
portional to target bearing rate as will the pulse count per unit time. In
practice it would be necessary to use two photo cells and a phase sensitive
network which could distinguish the pulses generated by rotation to the right
from that to the left. It is also necessary to be able to take difference
between the "right" pulses and the "left" pulses in order that a near constant
bearing having slight oscillations which might be provided by the sonar set




































Worthy of note is the use of a tachometer to operate a right/left
indicator. Also a spiral could be painted on the wheel and viewed through
a slot so that as it rotated the short lines would appear to move inward or
outward depending upon right or left bearing rates. This would be useful at
very low bearing rates.
The primary advantage of this type device is the high probability of
excellent accuracy in the determination of bearing rate. Disadvantages of
this method include:
1) High cost of the counting device
2) Relatively complex, hard to maintain equipment
3) Circuitry required to distinguish between small right or left
bearing rate pulses as the rate rapidly oscillates across zero
degrees per minute would be involved and expensive.
3.4 Eddy Current Device
Instead of the perforated disc mentioned in the previous device, the
second shaft from the gearbox is attached to an eddy current device as shown
in figure 3-7. The eddy current device is nothing more than a speedometer
similar to that on an automobile. Bearing rate is presented on this meter.
The well known inaccuracy of speedometers and the difficulty of maintaining
calibration are prominent disadvantages of this method of obtaining bearing
rate. Also difficult is the achievement of different ranges such as to 1
"/minute, to 10 "/minute, and to 100 ° /minute. Physical shock could
easily jar the device, causing loss of calibration of the instrument.
3.5 Galvanometer Device, Type A
The second shaft from the gearbox and associated gearing is not re-


































transients have settled out. A diagram of the servo loop and equations is
shown in Figure 3-8.
Manipulation of the block diagram of the servo loop and the equations
in Laplace Transform form yields very interesting results. For conveni-
2
ence the equations in Laplace Transform form will now be listed and numbered.
(I) &r(*)= -pr because 9> (*) = L^k]M
(ii) E(s)= (&h(s) -<9-cU>)
(in) \AsV= R Et*)
(iv) T»rs)=il*>^s^>
(V) TtAts) = Tkofr (5)
<VII > (S^c(s) - " ©>.^
For convenience let:
Then:
TM fi) r X^)+ Y« 9*1M Form IV
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Applying the final value theorem in order to obtain E steady state
DK is therefore proportional to the error voltage, E, because F, Y,
N, X, and A are constants.















Figure 3-9 Sonar Bearing vs. Time (Typical)
The dashes show a constant slope line which would indicate a bearing
rate of approximately 0.8 degrees per minute. The solid line shows the type
of bearing response which can be expected from a pass ve sonar utilizing an
automatic target following feature. This undashed curve can closely be
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approximated by the constant sloped line with superposition of sine waves
having an approximate period of 10 seconds plus some considerably higher
frequency noise. Because of the small amplitude as well as the noted
frequency, the instantaneous derivative of synchro bearing as obtained by
measuring the error voltage, E, would also be subject to significant error.
(This also will be the case if electrical differentiation is attempted.)
3.6 Galvanometer Device, Type B
Basically the Galvanometer Device, Type B is very similar to the device
just discussed. Rather than use the error voltage as a derivative indicator
an additional gear train is attached to the motor and used to drive an A.C.
tachometer. In general, tachometer output voltage proportional to its speed
of rotation.
Smoothing of the oscillations and noise will be accomplished by utiliza-
tion of the inertia of the rotating components. By using natural friction
as well as negative feedback of tachometer voltage a very highly overdamped
sluggishly responding system can be obtained. This can conceivably be ad-
justed to effectively ignore the undesired components and provide an out-
put from the tachometer which is proportional to the dashed line of Figure
3-9.
3.7 Gyroscopic Precession Device
It is possible to construct a gyroscope which can be caused to process
at an angular rate equal to the bearing rate of the target. This would re-
quire nothing but a rate gyro, one which is constrained to only one degree
of freedom.
Based on Author's personal observation.
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The rate gyro utilizes the precession phenomenon in which an angular
velocity input produces an output torque. The differential equation for the
torque Hp induced by precission must maintain the angle 0, accelerate the
gimbal assembly about the torque axis, and overcome the axis damping









moment of inertia (gm-cm )
spring constant (dyne -cm/radian)
wheel angular momentum about
spin axis (dyne -cm- second/radian)
viscous friction (dyne-cm- second/radian)
U input velocity or bearing rate (radian/second)
& angular displacement of H from torque axis (radians)





Figure 3-10 Rate Gyro
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Taking the Laplace Transform of the differential equation for the gyro
yields: Qjs) H
?<*) 3V + Bs+ K
gives:




1 % - s % +1 ?(s)
The steady state response is found from:
s*% ^%+i ty&
and equals,
e-(t) - itfl. &
This shows that if the input to a rate gyro is the output angle &
is directly proportional to 0. The output angle can be easily converted
to an electrical signal and amplified if desired.
The primary difficulties tending to exclude choice of this system
are:
1) Gyro devices are complex, expensive, and generally require
sophisticated power supplies.
2) Some constraint is required upon the maximum angle of pre-
cession. This is true because the gyro cannot be physically permitted to
have an infinite rotation about its axis of precession. Therefore resetting
to a neutral position will be periodically required.
3.8 Choice of Type Device to be Tested
The entire previous section was devoted to a brief inspection of some
8 different possible means of cheaply and accurately obtaining bearing rate




1) a least squares fit by means of a sampled
bearings to a small special purpose digital computer prior
to differentiation
and
2) optimum filtering of the bearing signal by digital means
prior to differentiation.
If the previous discussion and the preceeding comments are valid there
is therefore only one method which appears to merit additional attention in
order to produce a device which might fulfill the requirements set forth
in Section 2-b. A device similar to the one identified as "Galvanometer
Device, Type B" is the obvious choice and an attempt was made to produce an




4. Development of Initial Prototype Bearing Rate Device
4.1 Description of Initial Prototype Device
It was desired to insure the validity of the reasoning used in choos-
ing the type bearing rate device to be developed In order to do this with-
out excessive expenditure of government funds, the Initial Prototype Device
was fabricated and tested using items which were readily available at the
U. S. Naval Postgraduate School. This was done with full realization that
the components which were to be utilized were often far from ideal.
Figure 4-1 is a diagram of the initial prototype device. The compon-
ents used were:
a) Servomotor, Kearfott R112, 120V, 2 phase 400 cycle
b) Tachometer Generator, Kollsman 04300, Reference 55V,
400 cycle
c) Synchro Transmitter, Bendix Autosyn 26V, 400 cycle
d) Control Transformer, Bendix Autosyn, 26V, 400 cycle
e) Gear Box - gear ratio of approximately 50:1 between motor
control transformer shaft
f) Transformer 120 volt 400 cycle to 26 and 55 volt for synchro
and tachometer supply voltages respectively.
g) A Servo Amplifier which consisted of two identical preampli-
fier channels with provisions for phase adjustment of each
channel. The outputs of the pre-amplifier stages were added
and then sent to a twin triode amplifier and phase inverter
prior to a push-pull output stage. A circuit diagram of the















































1) Ge error preamplifier, gain control
2) G t tachometer preamplifier gain control
3) F error channel phase adjust
4) p tachometer channel phase adjust
t
5) G amplifier gain control
6) T.P. circuit test points for phase adjustment
In order to operate, evaluate c nstants, determine transfer functions
and evaluate the response of this prototype, the following equipments were
utilized:
s
a) A Dynamic Analyzer, Industrial Control Company, Type 100A
b) Oscilliscope, Hewlett Packard, Model 120B
c) Oscilliscope, Dumont, Type 304H
d) Regulated Power Supply, Universal Electronics, Model 520A,
0-300V DC (used for B+ on amplifier)
e) Transistorized Power Supply, Power Designs Inc., Model 3240
(used for 6.3V DC to amplifier filaments in order to reduce
filament noise.)
f) Camera, Polaroid, Model 196A.
4.2 Obtaining Constants from Initial Prototype Device
a. Moment of Inertia, J.
The various moments of inertia for the components of the gear
train from the weight and diameter of each element. Each of the gears and
the shafts closely approximated a right circular cylinder the individual
moment of inertia about its longitudinal axis could be calculated.
Y (for any body)
23

where: J is the moment of inertia
d m an element of body mass
the distance of the mass element from the axis
For the case of the right circular cylinder it can be shown that:
where: is the outer radius of the cylinder
Figure 4-3 illustrates the gear train showing component locations.
Table 4-1 lists the moments of inertia of each gear and shaft. Table 4-2
shows the nominal moment of inertia for the motor, tachometer, and control
transformer as given by their respective manufacturers. Table 4-3 gives
the various gear ratio data as computed by use of the CDC Model 1604 Digital
Computer in "Program Gear 2" as shown in Appendix A,
It can be easily shown from power and torque considerations that
moments of inertia on one side of gearing may be "translated" to the other
2
side of the gearing if multiplied by the square of the gear ratio.
"Program Totiner" in Appendix A gives the computation of the total
moment of inertia of the geared system as seen at the motor shaft. This
resulted in a value of J at the motor shaft of 5.755 gram-centimeters square.
b. Determination of Friction Factor, F
The ratio of the friction factor, F, to that of the inertia, J, was
determined by means of a retardation test as outlined in part 1 of Appen-
dix B. Multiplication of this F/J ratio was accomplished and is also shown
in "Program Totiner" of Appendix A. The value of F as determined was 15.567
gram centimeters per second.
2
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166228-35 35 28.76 1.47 3.75 50.555
122370-48 48 25.50 2.031 5.16 84.869
166229-18 18 13.82 .844 2.14 7.911
- - -
- 110 13.85 1.156 2.94 14.964
122370-46 46 24.05 1.969 5.00 75.156
188229-20 20 16.21 .938 2.38 11.477
166228-28 28 20.20 1.1975 3.017 22.983
166229-16 16 11.50 .750 1.905 5.217
Shaft #1 -- 47.50 .3125 .794 3.743
Shaft #2 -- 28.10 .3125 .794 2.214
Shaft #3 -- 49.87 .3125 .794 3.930
Shaft #4 _ _ 19.80 .3125 .794 1.560
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J= 1 . 5 gm-cm^
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Note: Ratios shown are going away from motor.
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c. Summary of Constants, Coefficients, and Parameters Obtained
These are summarized in Table 4-4 .
d. Block Diagrams for Initial Prototype
A block diagram of this system is shown in Figure 4-4. Figure 4-5
shows the system block diagram in the form required for use in "Program
Analog." This program is a digital computer simulation of an analog computer
which was written by LT Joseph D. Fenick, USN.
Simulation of the system was accomplished by use of an E.A.I. TR20
analog computer. The block diagram of Figure 4-4 was manipulated into the
form of Figure 4-6 for analog computer simulation. Complete block reduction
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With settings of both tachometer and error channel potentiometers
lying between 10 and 100, the extreme ranges of the transfer function were:
Vr










s(V* i&%1s + lt.17)
2/^.5"
s(sx + IBVis* 111-7)
where:
Vt represents the bearing rate voltage produced by the tachometer
*
(3^ represents the bearing rate in degrees per minute
Digital computer factoring of these transfer functions yielded:





ion io 2J3 ^5. 4_r
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KE KT Factored Transfer Bode Diagram
Function Figure #
10 1Q° S(^+ .022&25)(S+y6?.38)
4 "9
100 100 i^H '^ 4.10
s(s+.2283S)(s-y<S7./7)
The Bode diagrams give some feeling for the effect of varying KE and
KT. The required upper limit of bearing rate was chosen 100° /minute. By
using the 10° per revolution bearing transmission system this minimum upper
limit of target bearing rate can be expressed as 1.0472 radius per second.
To achieve adequate response it is then necessary to adjust KE and KT such
that the zero DB point of the gain curve is located slightly to the right
of 1.0472 radius per second. This insures adequate response as well as
assisting in rejection of undesired noise having frequencies above the upper
limit of bearing rate. In effect the entire servo loop is being used to
take the derivitative of the output of a very low pass filter.
4.3 Bearing Rate Device Feasibility
The Initial Prototype Device was analyzed by means of both an analog
and a digital computer. Because of the very high gain required in several
cascaded operational amplifiers some difficulty was experienced with ampli-
fier saturation. "Program Analog" on the CDC 1604 digital computer was used
to check the validity of the analog computer results. Figure 4-11 shows the
results of the use of the analog computer. This figure clearly indicates tke
feasibility of a bearing rate device using a position following servo loop
driving an a.c. tachometer.
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5. Development of Final Prototype Device
In the preceeding section it was shown that a very low pass differen-
tiating filter could be developed utilizing the electro-mechanical propert-
ies of a position following servo loop and tachometer. Incompatability of
the bulky and expensive power supplies for the vacuum tube servo amplifier
with the requirements for a small and inexpensive device precluded accept-
ance of the initial prototype device.
5.1 Final Prototype Servo Loop
It was anticipated that, in order to save money, the servo loop of
the final prototype device would utilize several of the same components
that had been used in the initial prototype such as the two phase motor,
the a. c. tachometer, and the synchros. The primary changes were expected
to be the substitution of a magnetic or transistorized sixteen watt (or
greater), 400 cycle, servo amplifier having its own internal power supplies,
an improved gear train, and an improved read out device.
The major components which were actually used in the Final Prototype
were:
(a) Servo amplifier, 120 volt, 400 cycle, BUORD Drawing #1836748,
Librascope Group, General Precision, Inc.
(b) Input network for the above servo amplifier, BUORD Drawing
#2075721, Librascope Group, General Precision, Inc.
(c) Synchro transmitter (CX), 120 volt, 400 cycle, Type J5CX4,
Ketay Corp.
(d) Synchro control transformer (CT), 120 volt, 400 cycle,
Type 15CT4, Ketay Corp.
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(e) Motor-generator, Mark 12-0, 120 volt, 400 cycle, Type
15TGSM4, Kearfott Division, General Precision, Inc.
(f) Audio amplifier, 120 volt, 60 cycle, Model 904 Trutone
Electronics.
(g) Anti-backlash, split-type spring-loaded precision gears,
Dynamic Gear Co., Inc.
(h) Compensated wattmeter, 0-10 watts, Type 1379, Simpson
Electric Co.
Circuit diagrams for the servo amplifier, BUORD DRAWING #1836748, and
its input network, BUORD DRAWING #2075721, are shown in Figures 5-1 and
5-2. Use of this amplifier and input network required a change from the
motor and tachometer as were anticipated to a Mark 12 motor-generator.
This was done in order that the motor and the tachometer be completely
compatable with the transistorized amplifier and its internal power supplies.
Use of 120 volt 400 cycle synchro was made so that the need for a snychro
and tachometer supply transformer might be eliminated.
While the other components for the servo loop were being acquired the
precision gear train from the motor to the control transformer was being
built in the machine shop at the United States Naval Postgraduate School.
This gear train was constructed of 96 pitch, 20 degree pressure angle split-
type anti-backlash precision gears. This gear train is shown in Figure
5-3. One unfortunate result of the decision to use the Mark 12 motor-
generator was that its no-load speed is only 4700 RPM as opposed to 9800
RPM for the Kearfott R112 motor. Use of this motor-generator and the gear
train as designed lowered the maximum b earing rate obtainable to approxi-
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tachometer by the Mark 12 motor-generator lowered the tachometer output
voltage from 7.17 volts per 1000 RPM to only 3.1 volts per 1000 RPM.
A possible slight Improvement in performance was to be expected by the
elimination of any effects of backlash in the gearing between the motor
and the tachometer because the Mark 12 motor-generator has the motor and
tachometer on the same shaft. It was later found necessary to use a
separate tachometer from a Mark 12-0 motor generator because a 1.0 to
1.5 volt peak to peak 400 cycle tachometer output was observed at zero
velocity. The cause of this was traced to leakage flux from the motor.
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5.2 Bearing Rate Meter
In sections 3 and 4 it was established that the voltage output from
the tachometer was proportional to bearing rate. Until development of
the final prototype was attempted it was not noted that no means existed
by which an a.c. voltage indicating a right bearing rate could be distin-
guished from the a.c. voltage indicating a left bearing rate. By using
a wattmeter with the current (or voltage) coil supplied by the tachometer
output and the voltage (or current) coil from the tachometer or reference
supply voltage, meter deflections to the right could be obtained for
right bearing rates and to the left for left bearing rates.
In order to provide a small, easily read, accurate reading meter a
Simpson 10 watt compensated wattmeter was purchased. One difficulty with
the Simpson compensated type wattmeters is the fact that two terminals
are provided for input and two for the output as schematically represent-























Figure 5-4 Simpson Compensated Wattmeter Schematic Diagram
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It was necessary to modify the meter so that the voltage and current
connections could be made separately. In addition, a further modification
to the meter was made so that it would read zero at center scale. In an
attempt to make deflection linear and approximately symmetric about this
zero, one of the harisprings to the pointer was removed and reversed. Meter
sensitivity was increased to a maximum by removing all series resistance
in the current coil circuit, removing all shunts, and insuring that all
windings in the respective circuits were connected so as to aid each other.
5.3 Isolation of Tachometer
The voltage coil of the Simpson Wattmeter, as modified, had a resist-
ance of 1470 ohms. This resistance was so low that loading effects upon
the tachometer would be most severe. In order to prevent this and to per-
mit selection of different bearing rate sensitivities on the meter an
isolating amplifier was located between the tachometer and the bearing
rate wattmeter. Unsuccessful attempts to achieve this were made using
first an audio amplifier module and then a transistorized audio amplifier.
Isolation of the tachometer was finally achieved by using an inexpensive
commerical high fidelity audio amplifier. The circuit diagram for this
amplifier is shown in Figure 5-5. The volume (gain) control potentio-
meter was replaced with voltage dividers which were made up of fixed
resistors. Selection of different voltage dividers through use of a switch
provided for different amplifier gains and hence different bearing rate
wattmeter sensitivities.
5.4 Device Test Equipment
Test equipment utilized was the same as that for the initial proto-
type with the exception of certain additional equipment. This additional






rate input to the system and to also superimpose a sine wave ripple of
variable frequency and amplitude upon this input.
Figure 5-6 shows a diagram of the gear train which was used for genera-
tion of a constant bearing rate. The synchro transmitter sending a signal
to the servo loop was driven by a permanent magnet d.c. motor through a
gear train having a ratio of 42,000 : 1. Letting the synchro transmitter
represent the 10 per revolution bearing transmission system, the d.c.
motor was then capable of producing a maximum bearing rate of 3 degrees per
minute and a minimum ramp of approximately 0.03 degrees per minute. Bear-
ing rates of greater magnitude were available by relocation of the drive
motor.
In order to superimpose a sine wave ripple "noise" upon the constant
bearing rate input to the servo loop, a Hewlett Packard Low Frequency Func-
tion Generator (LFFG), Model 202A, was placed in series with the d.c. power
supply which was used to drive the d.c. motor of Figure 5-6. The output
impeadance of the function generator was such that it completely blocked
the d.c. voltage which was to drive the motor. By using the output of the
function generator as an input to a General Electric Co. amplidyne, Model
5AM65FB31, and then connecting the output of the amplidyne in series with
the d.c. supply to the d.c. motor, generation of a signal having a con-
stant bearing rate and with sine wave ripple superimposed upon it was
achieved. A schematic diagram of this is shown in Figure 5-7.
5-5 Testing of Final Prototype Device and Components
In an attempt to determine the gain of the servo amplifier it was
discovered that the amplifier had a time constant of approximately 0.4
seconds. It would seem that this time constant would assist in elimina-
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constant was the result of the output of the amplifier. The 1.1 megohm
resistor, R 6, was removed from the input network of Figure 5-2 in order
to eliminate this damping. This was done because with the damping net-
work in the circuit the position servo lcop exhibited a stable limit
cycle, without damping no limit cycle was experienced.
After elimination of the damping it was discovered that the amplifier
itself was a very non-linear device whose gain was somewhat dependent
upon the size of the input signal. Because the output waveform of the
amplifier was not the same shape as the input no gain curve was obtained.
Inability to do this precluded analytical evaluation of the Final Proto-
type Device.
Table 5-1 lists various bearing rates and noise which were observed
to be present at those bearing rates by the author. It is emphasized that
these were obtained from observations of continuous bearings of one target
as provided by only one sonar set over a period of approximately one hour
and therefore these may not necessarily be typical values of noise fre-
quency and/or amplitude. In general, it is very true that high bearing
rates exhibit very little noise while lower and lower rates show more and
more noise. The maximum noise amplitude (peak to peak) observed was 0.5
degree and had a period of 44 seconds. For the most part noise had peak to
peak amplitudes of about 0.3 degree. It was desired to test the Final Pro-
totype Device for accuracy and repeatibility with the inputs of Table 5-1
and others which were similar.
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Table 5-1 Typical Bearing Rates and Noise
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5.6 Bearing Rate Meter Calibration
The bearing rate wattmeter was mechanically set to midscale zero
and then noiseless bearing rates of approximately 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0
were used for calibration of the meter face. The output of the tachometer
for a bearing rate of 3.0 degrees per minute was amplified by the audio
amplifier with a moderate gain. This signal was then impressed across
the current coil of the bearing rate meter. The voltage across the volt-
age and terminals was adjusted by means of a voltage divider so that three
deflection to the right were obtained. Maintaining both the voltage across
the voltage coil and the gain of the audio amplifier constant calibration
of the bearing rate wattmeter face was achieved by determining the bear-
ing rate required to produce a given deflection. Figure 5-8 shows the
bearing rate wattmeter face as partially calibrated.
It was intended to obtain an additional calibration scale for very
high bearing rates by use of a lower gain on the audio amplifier. Un-
fortunately the bearing rate wattmeter was ruined before the high bearing
rate scale could be calibrated when excessive current was accidently drawn
through the voltage coil.
5.7 Test Results for Final Prototype Device
As previously mentioned, the bearing rate wattmeter burned out while
attempting to calibrate the meter. Insufficient time as available before
the required date for submission of this to acquire a replacement watt-
meter. Because of this testing was incomplete.
However, it can be stated that the device performed very satisfactor-
ily for bearing rates without noise. Results were very repeatable for
rates between 0.2 and 4.0 degrees per minute right or left.
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of noise was noticeable but not overpowering. The rates and noise tested
were:
(a) 1.0 degree/minute bearing rate with 0.1 (sin 277" (.0333)
t) noise.
(b) 2.3 degree/minute bearing rate with 0.15 (sin 2W (.825)*")
noise.
Testing the Final Prototype Device with the above inputs permitted
determination of bearing rate to within 0.2 degree per minute in each
case. No tests for repeatability were made.
The Final Prototype Device did not entirely meet the specifications
set forth in section 2.2.
Calibration of the meter for high bearing rates was not, but could
have easily been, achieved. Excellent accuracy would be expected at high




6. Recommendation for Additional Development and Conclusion
6.1 Recommendation for Additional Development
A very considerable improvement in the minimum bearing rate which
could be determined would be expected from an improved gear box using the
two motor-generators. Excessive loading of the motor nearest to the con-
trol transformer could be prevented by having a clutch mechanism which
could disconnect the gearing between that motor and the more "distant"
motor. The more "distant" motor would need many more revolutions to
cause a given rotation of the control transformer than would the "near"
motor.
Use of a motor-generator without any tachometer output at zero velo-
city would be most desirable.
6.2 Conclusion.
Although the Final Prototype Device did not meet all of the rather
strigent requirements placed upon it in section 2.2, it did indicate that
use of a servo loop driving a tachometer could be used to obtain bearing
rate. As constructed, bearing rates in excess of 2.0 degree per minute
is in itself of value to submarines in solving their fire control problem.
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1. Determination of F/J Ratio by Retardation Test
The servo motor was operated with 120 volts, 400 cycles per
second on the control and reference phases. These voltages were in phase
quadrature. Tachometer excitation of 55 volts, 400 cycles per second was
provided. A tachometer RPM vs. tachometer output voltage curve was deter-
mined (See Table B-l and Figure B-l). A recording was made, by photographs,
of the oscilliscope display of tachometer voltage vs. time which was pro-
duced when the power to the servo motor was secured.
The equation for the motor torque as previously given is:
Tm = T &n + F <9*i
Upon securing the power to the motor
f/T = -J&L
% =j=fcy-(M
The value of a ZJ3 may be graphically determined from the
dlt
slope of the tachometer voltage vs. time oscilliscope trace which was
photographed. The value of &h may also easily be determined from the
amplitude of the trace at the point at which the slope was measured.
Figure B-2 shows the photograph and four tangent lines which were used to
determine T v ,
The values of F/J were determined for each tangent line as follows:
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The servo motor constants -r—r and -—«— were evaluated
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3. Other
For information purposes only Figures B-3 through B-6 and
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TABLE B-4 A" '"Of TtPT^T'O ° < T r~ n * Ti '.






































































































* "1 - e+last plotted point
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